Welcome everyone!
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Rarifications, Lacunae, Crypts, and Defect Signs are all genetic signs. They indicate
potential for deficiency, but may not be causing a problem in the moment.
Radial Fibers or Trabeculae(e)

Contraction Furrows

Rarification or Rarefaction of Fibers

Funnel

Lacuna (e) types:

Gateway Arch or Bridge

-Open Lacuna

Tophi

-Closed Lacuna

Scurf Rim

-Crypts

Circulatory Ring

-Defect Signs
Cords
Reflexive Signs
Perifocal Lightening
Transversals
-Vascularized Transversals
-Osseous Netting
-Rooftop Transversals
-Spleen/Heart Transversal
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• Normal fibers of the iris
• Composed of blood vessels wrapped in a protective sheath composed of
connective tissue much like the Schwann sheath which surrounds the nerves in
the nervous system.
• Radial fibers make up the bulk of the stroma and run from the pupil border to the
iris edge in a radial pattern
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• A term used to describe the areas of the iris where the radial fibers or trabeculae
have separated and/or decreased in density.
• Fibers will be slightly spread apart and less dense than in the rest of the iris.
• Areas of the body represented by the rarefaction of fibers may need extra care.
• When this sign appears in an iris with tight fibers throughout all of the other
areas, it is even more important to pay attention to the organ represented by the
rarification than if it were to appear in an iris with lots of loose fibers throughout.
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• Actually a hole in the fabric of the iris caused by a greater separation of fibers
than the rarification sign.
• A lacuna may be open on one or more sides or completely closed, surrounded by
a border of fibrous tissue.
• An open lacuna represents an organ that absorbs nutrients and releases toxins
more easily than a closed lacuna.
• A closed lacuna looks like an encapsulation in the iris and represents a genetic
deficiency in an organ that may or may not be causing a problem in the moment.
When it does cause problems to the person it is a more difficult area to get
nutrients into and remove toxins from. It is usually an area that is more difficult
to heal than the organs represented by the open lacuna.
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• Very small lacuna, often rhomboid in shape (a quadrilateral of which only the
opposite sides and angles are equal) and are deep and very dark inside. The
darker the crypt, the more serious the potential condition, especially in vital organ
reaction fields such as the heart.
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• Smaller than crypts, but very black inside.
• The blacker the area in the iris, the greater the decreased ability to fight off
illness and to hold in nutrients or release toxins.
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• Iris fibers that appear to be pinched together into a bundle.
• They represent irritation in the reaction field where they are located.
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Reflexive Signs are white or light raised radial fibers. They indicate a tendency for
inflammation and irritation in the organs they represent.
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These lacunae are surrounded by a very bright white band bordering it. “Focal”
meaning around or surrounding a focus, such as a focus of infection, thus it shows
inflammation in a local area, which could be of long standing.
Used to be known as healing lines but now are known as a hardening or thickening
of tissues.
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• Iris fibers that have gone askew.
• They travel across the radial fibers.
• If they are white or lighter than the iris color, they indicate a tendency for
inflammation or pain.
• They also mean a tendency for agitation and irritation in the areas of the body
they reflect.
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• Transversals that are pink or red.
• The protective sheath that covers them has worn away.
• This is a more serious sign than the white or light transversal.
• It may indicate a potential for serious tissue changes, and possibly congestion
and pain.
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• Criss-crossing transversals.
• Usually found in zones six and seven.
• These have been observed to indicate tendencies for arthritis.
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• V shaped markings that resemble peaks.
• Mostly found along zones 6 and 7 in the leg, hip, or abdomen area.
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• This transversal is found in the left eye and runs from the area of the heart to the
spleen.
• This sign is a marker for increased cardiac risk.
• The transversal will be seen in the heart and spleen reaction field.
• Look in the area of zone 5 and 6.
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• Circular grooves that run in a circular pattern around the iris.
• They are caused by a buckling of the fibers over generations of time and are
thought to indicate a genetic tendency for tension and stress.
• A job or a boss that is not to one's satisfaction, a spouse who is difficult to live
with or any disharmony or pressures in life can all be causes.
• If your furrows are heavy, perhaps you ought to be giving some thought to an
alteration of your lifestyle or taking up some relaxation techniques.
• Some persons simply drive themselves too hard. They need to spend some time
pursuing a relaxing hobby, mentally, if not physically, removing themselves from
their usual work.
• Vacations are especially necessary and are greatly beneficial in reducing
stresses of everyday living.
• Herbs are highly beneficial also and the ones with the most benefit to the
nervous system are Catnip, Valerian, Chamomile, Skullcap and Wood Betony.
• All of the B Vitamins are also beneficial.
• Detoxing with TRS will help remove toxins from the nervous system allowing it to
function properly to help you deal with daily stress better.
•

The deep concentric lines in the iris are due to a magnesium deficiency. The
fainter concentric lines are due to a potassium deficiency.
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• Created by an opening in the collarette that sweeps out into the ciliary zone.
• Shows a potential genetic deficiency in nerve energy to that particular body area.
• It is important to pay attention to the bowel area represented at the opening of
the funnel as well as the organ field adjacent.
• Sometimes bowel congestion in that area can have a direct effect on the organ
represented in the adjacent field.
• For example, if the funnel sweeps out from the collarette into the ear reaction
field, the person’s ear infections may be resolved with bowel cleansing.
• This image shows the funnel opening into the right shoulder area showing a
tendency for the right shoulder to be affected by bowel congestion.
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• The marking looks like a bridge that is built over an indentation or a lacuna of the
collarette.
• Sometimes this marking looks as if you could slide something under it.
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• Small white or cream-colored accumulations that look like cotton balls.
• Formations are caused by collagen bundles in the iris, so they are structural
signs.
• Usually found in the sixth zone of the iris and may be in a few areas or all the
way around the iris.
• One of these spots is called a tophus.
• Collective term for these accumulations is tophi.
• Many tophi are called flocculations or have also been called the lymphatic rosary.
• They look like a string of pearls, thus the name rosary.
• Tophi can also be found in the humoral or third zone of the iris.
• Indicate a potential genetic tendency for lymphatic congestion and stagnation.
• In a blue iris, the yellow rosary indicates a potential chronicity caused by
yellowing over time.
• In a brown iris, the rosary may be colored with the brown pigment that is normal
for that eye.
• The lymphatic rosary is a genetic sign.
• It is there at birth and does not go away.
• It may become more yellow during a person’s life, possibly caused by
accumulated toxicity in the lymph system.
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• Dark rim at the outer edge of the iris in zone seven.
• Caused by a thinning of iris fibers in that zone so is also a structural sign.
• It is a genetic sign and does not go away.
• May indicate a potential tendency for skin conditions such as acne, psoriasis,
and eczema.
• Dry skin brushing can be helpful.
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• Previously was called venous congestion.
• The ring is a blue glow outside the seventh zone of the iris.
• Considered to present a circulatory deficiency in the body.
• The person should be asked if they have cold or numb extremities.
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